89.5

Program Schedule

NEWS

Every day of the week brings a variety of quality, relevant and engaging local and national news
and entertainment programs on 89.5 WNIJ.
Mon - Thurs

Friday

5 a.m.
6 a.m.
7 a.m.
8 a.m.
9 a.m.
10 a.m.
11 a.m.
12 p.m.
1 p.m.
2 p.m.
3 p.m.
4 p.m.
5 p.m.
6 p.m.
7 p.m.
8 p.m.
9 p.m.
10 p.m.
11 p.m.
12 - 5 a.m.

With Local Host Dan Klefstad

Saturday

Sunday

89.5

NEWS

Program Descriptions

1A — Host Joshua Johnson explores important issues such
as policy, politics, technology and what connects us across
the fissures that divide the country. The program also
delves into pop culture, sports and humor.

The Moth Radio Hour — Celebrates the art and craft of
storytelling by presenting thousands of stories told live
and without notes.

The 21st — Host Niala Boodhoo connects listeners from all
corners of the state on topics affecting their lives in Illinois.

On Being — Host Krista Tippett engages listeners across
the spectrum of belief and non-belief in conversation
about life’s deepest questions.

A Prairie Home Companion — Original comedy sketches
and music presented by Chris Thile, his cast and musical
guests.

On the Media — A program designed to decode what
we hear, read and see in the media and arm us with the
critical tools necessary to survive the information age.

All Things Considered — The most listened-to, afternoon
drive-time news radio program in the country brings
breaking news, compelling analysis, insightful
commentaries, interviews and features.

Only a Game — Puts sports in perspective with intelligent
analysis, insightful interviews and humor.

American Routes — Nick Spitzer presents American music
and stories that describe both the origins of the music,
musicians and cultures and the many directions those
things take over time.
Ask Me Another — Host Ophira Eisenberg brings the lively
spirit and healthy competition of your favorite trivia night
right to your ears.
BBC — The BBC World Service presents comprehensive
news from around the world.
The Blues — The best of traditional and contemporary
blues, the music that gave birth to rock-n-roll.
Echoes — Host John Diliberto presents a modern soundscape of music that draws from a multitude of cultures,
traditions and genres.
Fresh Air — Terry Gross hosts this multi-award-winning daily
interview and features program.
Here and Now — NPR’s midday news magazine with hosts
Robin Young and Jeremy Hobson.
Living on Earth — Weekly environmental news and
information program with features, interviews and
commentary on a broad range of ecological issues.
Marketplace — Daily magazine of business and
economic news. The “Marketplace Morning Report” airs at
6:50 and 8:50 a.m.
Morning Edition — NPR’s Renée Montagne and
Steve Inskeep with WNIJ’s Dan Klefstad bring the day’s
stories, NPR and local news.

Radiolab — Hosts Jad Abumrad and Robert Krulwich
present an experiential investigation that explores
themes and ideas through a patchwork of people,
sounds and stories.
Reveal — In-depth, award-winning journalism every
Wednesday from the Center for Investigative Reporting.
Science Friday — Ira Flatow presents news and
entertaining stories about science.
Sessions from Studio A — Host Carl Nelson features
performances by regional and touring musicians recorded live in WNIJ’s own Studio A, ranging from folk to indie
rock, blues, alternative country, Americana, world music
and more.
Sound Opinions — Rock critics Jim Derogatis and
Greg Kot provide the latest music news, personal
commentary and exclusive interviews and
performances.
TED Radio Hour — Using TED Talks as a launching point to
explore the best ideas in technology, entertainment,
design and much more, host Guy Raz asks probing
questions and guests offer deep answers.
This American Life — Host Ira Glass presents stories about
everyday life in America.
Wait Wait...Don’t Tell Me! — The oddly informative,
fast-paced, irreverent news quiz from NPR hosted by
Peter Sagal.
Weekend Edition — Weekend news magazine hosted by
Scott Simon on Saturday and Rachel Martin on Sunday.
World Cafe — Host Talia Schlanger showcases an eclectic blend of contemporary music.

